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PROGRAMMING YOUR PBTV REMOTE FOR POWER & VOLUME

START WITH TV TURNED ON

CODE SEARCH METHOD

Press and hold the TV 1 button. While holding it, press the OK key 2 for one second.

Release both keys and all the mode keys will flash, then the selected mode key (TV 1) will stay lit.

Press the POWER 0 button repeatedly until the TV set turns off. Once the TV has turned off, press OK 2 to save the code.

The TV light will go out to indicate a successful setup.

IF THE VOLUME WORKS, DO THE FOLLOWING STEPS:

LOCK THE VOLUME METHOD

Press and hold the TV 1 button. While holding it, press the OK key 2 for one second.

Release both keys and all the mode keys will flash, then the selected mode key (TV 1) will stay lit.

Press and hold the MUTE 3 key until the TV light turns off and remains on.

Press and release the TV 1 button (it will remain lit when released)

Press and release the MUTE 3 button to store setting.
The remote control will only control the device which is selected by the appropriate mode key (STB, TV, DVD, or AUX). The mode light for the selected device flashes each time a key is pressed. In order to control other devices with your MX3? Remote Control, you need to tell the remote control what mode key to use for each device. To do this, the remote control will control your Satellite Tuner (STB) until the TV mode key is selected. The channel controls will always control your television if you want this feature to be active. Please follow the steps in Sections A through C:

To use your MX3 Remote Control for your other devices, you will need to set up each device (Section A) and program the MX3 Remote Control (Section B) prior to starting a search.

Battery Installation
1. On the back of the remote, push down on the tab and lift the battery cover off.
2. Match the batteries to the + and − signs inside the battery case, then insert 2 AA alkaline batteries.
3. Press the battery cover back down on the tab and lift the battery cover off.

Programming the remote to control other devices
The remote control will only control the device which is selected by the appropriate mode key (STB, TV, DVD, or AUX). The mode light for the selected device flashes each time a key is pressed. In order to control other devices with your MX3 Remote Control, you need to tell the remote control which mode to use for each device. Please follow the steps in Sections A through C:

A. Remote Control

1. Power on the device you want to program and locate the 4-digit code from the code list.
2. Press and hold the mode key (TV, DVD, or AUX) while holding it pressed, press the OK key for 1 second.
3. Release both keys, all of the mode keys will flash followed by the TV mode key light remaining on.
4. Enter the 4-digit code by pressing the number keys (0-9). The selected mode key light will stay on and all other mode keys will turn off and will remain off after the entry of the fourth digit.
5. Point the remote control at the selected device and while holding the mode key pressed, press the OK key for one second. The selected mode key light will stay on if the code is valid. To learn the functions from your original remote control, please follow the steps below.

Learning
If the code for your device is not found in the code list and the search feature was not able to find your device, then the learning feature may be your best option. The learning feature lets you “learn” functions from your original remote control.

1. Press and hold the mode key to select the mode you want to control.
2. Enter the 4-digit code from the code list.
3. Enter the 4-digit code 1754 by pressing the number keys (0-9). The selected mode key will turn off and you are ready to setup another device by following steps 1 thru 4 of this section.

E. Volume Control Setup Options

The volume controls will work with your MX3 Remote Control for all of your devices. The volume commands will now work for different devices. All learned commands in the remote are now cleared.

F. Channel Setup Options

The channel setup options will be used when you setup the TV, DVD, or AUX device controls to work with your remote control.

1. Power on the mode key to save the setting. The OK key for one second.
2. Release the OK key for the device that you want to control.

G. Mode Deactivation

If you’d like to deactivate a device mode, then follow the instructions below:

1. Press and hold the mode key to be deactivated (TV, DVD, or AUX) and while holding it pressed, press the OK key for 1 second.
2. Release both keys, all of the mode keys will flash followed by the selected mode key light flashes for 3 seconds and turns off.
3. The remote control returns to normal operation, you can now start over.
4. If no key is pressed within 30 seconds, the remote control times out. The selected mode key light will remain on.
5. Press the 4-digit code 1745 by pressing the number keys (0-9). The selected mode key light will flash for 3 seconds and turns off.
6. Repeat the process until you are able to repeat the code for your device.

H. Multiple Device Power Control Setup Options

After pressing the STB, TV, or DVD key on the remote control, you will need to switch to the remote control you wish to use. If you press the remote control you wish to use, the remote control will stop working. If you press the remote control you wish to use, the remote control will start working.

I. Backlight Cancellation Feature

Your MX3 Remote Control has the ability to turn the backlights on or off. If you have an MX3 Remote Control, you can follow these instructions:

1. Press and hold the OK key for three seconds until the OK key is no longer on.
2. All the mode keys flash and the TV mode key stays on.
3. Press and hold the GUIDE key, all the backlight will now turn off.

To reverse this process so that the backlights turn on, you must switch to the remote control being used, simplify follow the same steps as the above section one more time.

J. Reseting the Remote Control to the Factory Default Settings

1. Press and hold the TV key and while holding it pressed, press the OK key for one second.
2. All the mode keys will flash and the TV mode key light stays on.
3. Press and hold the DELETE key for 3 seconds until the TV mode key light briefly turns off then stays on.
4. Press the DELETE key for 3 seconds until the TV mode key light briefly turns off then stays on.
5. Press and hold the DELETE key for 3 seconds until the TV mode key light briefly turns off then stays on.
6. Press and hold the DELETE key for 3 seconds until the TV mode key light briefly turns off then stays on.

K. Troubleshooting Learning

You can only learn one device type under one any mode key. For example, you can only learn one device type under the TV, DVD, or AUX mode key. Some devices are trying to learn from a “Universal” remote control. If a device type is not learned, it is likely to be a different color type from the others and cannot be learned under the same mode.

1. Only one original device type can be learned per individual device.
2. Use fresh batteries for your original remote, your MX3 Remote Control, and the device you want to learn.
3. Keep at least three feet away from incandescent or low-energy lights when learning.
4. Before learning, clear all learned commands (refer to Section D) to the device you are trying to learn.
5. Point your original remote to the bottom of your MX3 Remote Control so the IR elements on both remotes are directly in line with each other (see diagram to the left). You may need to adjust the height or remote to achieve this.
6. Avoid learning your original remote’s power control unless you are sure the operation is different.
7. Avoid learning your original remote’s power control unless you are sure the operation is different.
8. If learning the first or second set of mode keys for a mode results in errors, try one of the following:
   a. Perform a device learning session by pressing the LEARN key.
   b. Clear out the learned commands for that device.
   c. Check that the original remote’s mode keys are correctly aligned between both remotes.
   d. Adjust the distance between the remote control and the device about 15 feet (4.6 meters) or less.
   e. If you’re trying to learn a remote control for an inexpensive toy, check it for other issues.
   f. If you’re trying to learn a remote control for a new device, check if it has your original device type.
   g. If these steps do not work, please refer to Section D.

L. Backlight Cancellation Feature

Your MX3 Remote Control has the ability to turn the backlights on or off. If you have an MX3 Remote Control, you can follow these instructions:

6. Press and hold the STB, TV, or DVD key on the remote control until the OK key is no longer on.
7. All the mode keys flash and the TV mode key stays on.
8. Press and hold the GUIDE key, all the backlight will now turn off.

To reverse this process so that the backlights turn on, you must switch to the remote control being used, simplify follow the same steps as the above section one more time.

M. Clear out the learned commands for that device.

N. Adjust the distance between the remote control and the device about 15 feet (4.6 meters) or less.

O. Change the mode key to be learned to a different color.

P. If you’re trying to learn a remote control for a new device, check if it has your original device type.

Q. If these steps do not work, please refer to Section D.